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Internship Committee Meeting Minutes
February 8, 2011

Members Present: Bonnie Braun, Deanna Bullard, Alicia Claritt, Vivian Fueyo, Rebecca Ogletree, Zafer Unal

Final Internship Prerequisites

- New Catalog changes have been submitted to include specific dates for all items that are prerequisites for final internship
- Dates are also now specified in all intern manuals, on internship website, on internship applications, on advisor handouts as well as on missing items letters.

Review process of Missing Items Letter

- Made revisions to the Missing Items Letters/Denial Letters:
  - With the transition of Assistant Dean it was discussed and agreed upon that Dr. Michael will sign off on the Missing Items letters and the Denial letters for the Fall 2011 semester. Moving forward for Spring Dr. Dukes will be signing off on the letters
  - First round of missing items notification should go out by March 7th, second round will be sent out after May 16th and Final Denial Letter will be sent out by August 2nd if all materials are not received.
  - Also noted that the CDN requirements must be completed by April 15th and all others no later than August 1st.

Next Meeting

Scheduled for March 24 from 9 to 10 AM.